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Heal through sacred 
sound therapy 

ERE MO NY 

AND tradi-

tions enrich 

our lives and 

help us make 

sense of the 

ups and downs, the confusion 

and chaos that surrounds us. In 

today's world we need sanctu

ary, we need energy healers, and 

we need ceremony and sacred 

traditions. 

Over the past decade, my 

Journey with sacred sound 

has expanded my awareness, 

enhanced my intuitive skills, 

deepened my relationship with 

source and touched my heart so 

it's in full bloom. The ancient 

traditions like sacred sound, 

tional alignment where we can 

experience guidance, divine 

wisdom, peace, love, healing, 

delight, amusement, surprise, 

joy, bliss, compassion, and for

giveness. 

When we are in alignment 

with who we are and what we 

share with the world, we dance 

in the magic of possibilities and 

open our lives up for something 

wonderful to happen. 

I love working with sacred 

sound and sharing the blessings, 

attunements and ceremonies 

with others. 

SACRED SOUND 

SESSIONS EXPAND 

CONSCIOUSNESS 

session will ignite your inner 

radiance and fill your heart 

with joy. You will feel peace and 

expansiveness. 

My favorite sacred sound 

ceremonies are the following: 

• The Blessing, inspired
by the Prayer ofJabez

• Ringing in New Beginnings

• Divine Will Attunement

• IAM LIGHT

• Awakening Your

Abundant Heart

• A Sound Health Tune Up

and Energy Balancing

Sound acts like a massive 

transmitter as our thoughts, 

sighs, hums, songs and words 

reminds us that we are part of I invite you to gift yourself communicate to our physical, 

something bigger, and when we a sacred sound session. Each emotional, mental and spiritual 

embrace traditions, rituals and session lasts for 1-2 hours. Your selves. 

ceremony, we are able to par- life will be blessed and touched 

ticipate in the energy of vibra- by goodness. A sacred sound 



... CONTINUED 

By engaging sacred sound in 

simple, yet conscious ways you 

develop a powerful self-help 

tool and expand positive energy 

around you, which attracts 

opportunities your way. 

Her sacred sound ceremonies, TESTIMONIES 

blessings and attunements have ABOUT THE WORK 

touched thousands of peoples "I can't explain in words 
lives. Carolyn enjoys the magic what Carolyn does; her work 

that unfolds when wishes, just needs to be experienced. » 

intentions and will join forces -Claire

If you are ready to anchor 

manifestations, be honored, 

blessed, and touched by angelic 

sounds, then contact Carolyn 

for a sacred sound session. 

Carolyn Vinup is inspired by 

with sacred sound. Transforma

tional experiences are the norm. 

Contact Carolyn today for a 

sacred sound experience that 

will touch your heart, spirit and 

soul. 

For more  i n f o r m a t ion: 

the healing sounds of crystal Carolyn Vinup 

singing bowls. She has Sacred Sound Ceremonies 

been a sound health www.GatewaystoBrilliance.com 

practitioner for over 612-325-5162

a decade. Carolyn@CarolynVinup.com 

www.GatewaystoBrilliance.com 

"I have worked with 

Carolyn for over nine years, 

each time I am blessed by the 

healing qualities of sacred 

sound.» -Gina 

"Carolyn honored us with 

a blessing at the celebration 

of my husband s passing. Her 

voice filled the space and the 

soothing sound of the crystal 

singing bowl felt like an angelic 

choir." -Terry 




